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New Perspectives on Computer Concepts 2018: Comprehensive Mar 19 2021 In today’s world where technology impacts every aspect of
life, you need to know how to evaluate devices, choose apps, maintain a professional online reputation, and ensure digital security. NEW
PERSPECTIVES ON COMPUTER CONCEPTS 2018, COMPREHENSIVE offers the insights to help. This book goes beyond the
intuitive how-to of apps and social media to delve into broad concepts that are guiding current technologies such as self-driving cars,
virtual reality, file sharing torrents, encrypted communications, photo forensics, and the Internet of Things. Numerous illustrations and
interactive features make mastering technical topics a breeze, while the book’s proven learning path is structured with today's busy
reader in mind. This edition offers an insightful overview of what today’s readers must know about using technology to complete an
education, secure a successful career, and engage in issues that shape today's world. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Criminal Procedure Sep 12 2020 Criminal Procedure: Doctrine, Application, and Practice by Jens David Ohlin is designed to respond to
the changing nature of teaching law by offering a flexible approach with an emphasis on application. Each chapter focuses on Supreme
Court cases that articulate the constitutional requirements, while call-out boxes outline statutes or state constitutional law provisions that
impose more stringent rules. Short problem cases, also in boxes, ask students to apply these principles to new fact patterns. Each
chapter ends with a Practice and Policy section that delves deeper into the conceptual and practical obstacles to the realization of
procedural rights in the daily practice of criminal law. The result is a modular format, presented in a lively visual style, which recognizes
and supports the diverse pedagogical approaches by today’s leading criminal procedure professors. Professors and students will benefit
from: A mixture of classic and new Supreme Court cases on criminal procedure Call-out boxes that outline statutory requirements Callout boxes that focus on more demanding state law rules Problem cases that require students to apply the law to new facts A Practice
and Policy section which allows a deeper investigation of doctrinal and policy controversies, but whose placement at the end of each
chapter maximizes instructors’ freedom to focus on the materials that most interest them Notes and questions, inviting closer examination
of doctrine and generate class discussion Innovative pedagogy, emphasizing application of law to facts (while still retaining enough
flexibility so as to be useful for a variety of professors with different teaching styles) Logical organization and manageable length Open,
two-color design with appealing visual elements (including carefully-selected photographs)
How to Catch A Cheater Red Handed! Jun 09 2020 A step-by-step guide that shows you "How to Catch a Cheater Red handed";
written by a private investigator with over 20 years of experience of real-time field experience who has participated in hundreds of divorce
and child custody cases and spoken to thousands of witnesses, victims, and cheaters. This complete manual pickups where all other
other "catch a cheater" books leave off. This manual was written in layperson's terms for the person that wishes to conduct his or her
own investigation and details many of the tools and techniques that are routinely used by licensed private investigators to catch cheaters
in the act. It also contains suggestions for lower-cost alternatives to expensive spy gear and surveillance equipment that I have used in
the field and found to perform satisfactorily.
Ashes of Death May 01 2022 A retired sheriff detective, Mark McKinney and his wife, Sherry, a retired emergency room physician, seek
out an answer behind the spontaneous human combustion deaths of an elderly couple in their retirement community. The two sleuths
find Edna and Carl Parkers in their bed as a silhouette of ashes. The two sleuths recruit Ron Baker, a computer forensic specialist for the
Marion County Sheriff's Office Forensic Crime Scene Evidence Division. His computer wizardry assists in investigating the SHC deaths
from his state-of-the-art home computers and forensic lab. The determined trio are taken into dangerous, unpredictable scenarios trying
to solve this medical phenomenon. Unsuspecting evilness tries to prevent our sleuths from completing their investigation. Can the
medical sleuths solve the mystery before ashes of death takes them?
The Order Jun 21 2021 The Order is the third in a series following Beyond Evil and Runaway Mom. Private Investigator Frank
McLaughlin sets out to elicit information from Charlene O’Keefe, a friend’s cousin, in order to learn why she suddenly gave up a
promising career as a singer and return home to ranch life with her father. In the process, Frank begins to experience strong feelings for
her. Wanting to spend more time with her, he hires her to help with his business. Together, they take on one of the most important cases
of his career. A minister’s wife, Felicity Whitman, hires them to find out why her husband, Matt, is acting strangely. The investigation
takes them down a path leading to a secret political society known only as “The Order.” The key to the investigation is a missing file and
the only person that knew its whereabouts suddenly dies. A bizarre attempt, through Spiritualism, is made to find the lost file. Ruthless
contract assassins are suddenly in the mix trying to secure the file for The Order and eliminate any witnesses. Hang on to your seats
because this is an exciting ride.

Do No Harm Nov 26 2021 Lily has a fresh new start when she marries Sebastian, but her controlling ex-husband soon makes an
appearance, and soon she’s fighting for her marriage ... and her life. A startling, twisty psychological thriller from bestselling author Lucy
V Hay. ‘Well written, engrossing and brilliantly unique’ Heat ‘Prepare to be surprised’ Closer ‘A claustrophobic and complex read’
CultureFly ‘Sharp, confident writing’ Peter James ____________________ Till death do us part... After leaving her marriage to jealous,
possessive oncologist Maxwell, Lily and her six-year-old son have a second chance at happiness with headteacher Sebastian. Kind but
vulnerable, Sebastian is the polar opposite of Maxwell, and the perfect match for Lily. After a whirlwind romance, they marry, and that’s
when things start to go wrong... Maxwell returns to the scene, determined to win back his family, and events soon spiral out of control.
Lily and Sebastian find themselves not only fighting for their relationship, but also their lives... Chilling, dark and terrifying, Do No Harm is
a taut psychological thriller and a study of obsession, from one of the most exciting new voices in crime fiction. ____________________
‘Wonderfully layered and gripping’ Jendella Benson ‘I couldn’t put it down’ Paula Daly ‘Propulsive, inventively and purely addictive’ Crime
by the Book ‘Intense and pacy’ Mari Hannah ‘Wrong-foots you in ALL the best ways’ Caz Frear ‘Original, daring and emotionally truthful’
Paul Burston ‘Slick and compulsive’ Random Things through My Letterbox ‘Crackles with tension’ Karen Dionne ‘A contemporary thriller
with a heart of darkness’ Live & Deadly ‘Dark, compelling, twisted, thought-provoking and emotional’ Chapter in My Life
Speak in Winter Code Nov 02 2019 With their first wedding anniversary just passed, retired Marine Corps Colonel Win Kirkland and
Sheriff Sarah Pitt are more in love than ever and making plans to adopt two orphaned girls from Afghanistan. With their most challenging
case behind them, the only threat on the horizon seems to be the approaching blizzard. But a much more dangerous storm is about to hit
with a force that will exact a terrible toll on Win and Sarah’s loved ones, their love and their lives. A shadowy network has chosen
McCrumb County, Indiana, as a testing ground for one of the deadliest threats facing the United States. Their ruthless psychological and
physical attacks quickly escalate to murder, but who are these people? And what is their end game? Even Win’s former intelligence
colleagues seem stumped. As Win and Sarah risk everything to identify and stop the perpetrators, they are quickly learning that what
doesn't kill you…is waiting to try again. Speak in Winter Code is the eagerly awaited sequel to S. M. Harding’s best-selling Kirkland/Pitt
romantic thrillers I Will Meet You There and A Woman of Strong Purpose.
Studies in Temporal Urbanism Jul 11 2020 This book is very much about what the name urbanTick literally says, about the ticking of
the urban, the urban as we experience it everyday on the bus, in the park or between buildings. It is about the big orchestrated mass
migration of commuters, the seasonal blossoms of the trees along the walkway and the frequency of the stamping rubbish-eater-trucks. It
is also, not to forget, about climate, infrastructure, opening hours, term times, parking meters, time tables, growing shadows and moon
light. But most of all it is about how all this is experienced by citizens on a daily basis and how they navigate within this complex structure
of patterns. The content of this book is based on the content of the urbanTick blog between 2008-2010. One year blogging about this
topic brought together a large collection of different aspects and thoughts. It is not at all a conclusive view, the opposite might be the
case, it is an exploratory work in progress, while trying to capture as many facets of the topic as possible.
Intelligent Transportation Systems: Theory and Practice Jun 29 2019 This book provides fundamental principles of intelligent transport
systems with comprehensive insight and state of the art of vehicles, vehicular technology, connecting vehicles, and intelligent
vehicles/autonomous intelligent vehicles. The book discusses different approaches for multiple sensor-based multiple-objects tracking, in
addition to blockchain-based solutions for building tamper-proof sensing devices. It introduces various algorithms for security, privacy,
and trust for intelligent vehicles. This book countermeasures all the drawbacks and provides useful information to students, researchers,
and scientific communities. It contains chapters from national and international experts and will be essential for researchers and
advanced students from academia, and industry experts who are working on intelligent transportation systems.
New Perspectives on Computer Concepts 2016, Comprehensive Nov 14 2020 Readers gain a full understanding of today’s digital
world with the cohesive framework and logical organization found only in Parsons’ NEW PERSPECTIVES ON COMPUTER CONCEPTS
2016, COMPREHENSIVE. Newly revised and reorganized, this dynamic book provides the latest updates on emerging technology with
engaging learning features, informative visuals and hands-on activities proven to increase learning effectiveness. A new introduction
highlights today’s digital evolution, while new coverage of social media and online security examines concepts behind the trends.
Readers explore the principles behind the wide scope of digital devices in use today with the book’s enhanced focus on the connectivity
that pervades modern life. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
New Perspectives Computer Concepts 2016 Enhanced, Comprehensive Oct 14 2020 Readers gain a full understanding of today’s
digital world with the cohesive framework and logical organization found only in NEW PERSPECTIVES ON COMPUTER CONCEPTS
2016, ENHANCED, COMPREHENSIVE. This dynamic book provides the latest updates on emerging technology with engaging learning
features, informative visuals and hands-on activities proven to increase learning effectiveness. An insightful introduction highlights
today’s digital evolution, while coverage of social media and online security examines concepts behind today’s technology challenges
and trends. Readers explore the principles underlying the wide scope of digital devices in use today with the book’s unique focus on the
connectivity that pervades modern life. This Enhanced Edition includes a new hands-on programming chapter that lets even readers with
no prior coding experience learn to program with instant success using PythonTM. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Feature Writing and Reporting Dec 04 2019 This new text offers a fresh look at feature writing and reporting in the 21st century. Awardwinning professor and author Jennifer Brannock Cox teaches students the fundamentals of feature writing and reporting while
emphasizing the skills and tools needed to be successful in the digital era. Packed with the best samples of feature writing today, this
practical text gives students ample opportunity to practice their writing as they build a portfolio of work for their future careers. Cox?s
special attention on new multimedia and online reporting prepares readers for success in a rapidly changing media landscape.
The African Trilogy Boxed Set (Lust, Money & Murder #7, 8 & 9) Apr 07 2020 This specially-priced boxed set contains the entire
African Trilogy from the “unputdownable” Lust, Money & Murder series by Mike Wells. Included are 3 full-length novels: Lust, Money &
Murder Books #7, 8 & 9, plus a bonus from the next trilogy in the series. Note: this trilogy can be read as a standalone. If you have
already purchased Lust, Money & Murder Books 7, 8, and 9 separately, you should not buy this boxed set. The African Trilogy, Book 1
(Lust, Money & Murder #7) When U.S. Secret Service Agent Elaine Brogan and her husband are called to the American Embassy in
Paris, they believe they’re about to receive an award. Instead, they’re separated and thrown into a treacherous adventure that neither of
them could have ever imagined. From a black site at some unknown location, to Morocco, to Chad, and finally to the war-torn region of
Darfur, Elaine fights to free herself and arrest the man responsible. In addition to Elaine and Nick, the The African Trilogy features the
usual cast of Lust, Money & Murder characters - Luna Faye, Dmitry, Tony, and the notorious Giorgio Cattoretti. The African Trilogy, Book
2 (Lust, Money & Murder #8) In an extraordinary twist of fate, Elaine Brogan and Luna Faye end up joining forces with Giorgio Cattoretti
to try to take down Raj Malik. At the end of Book 1, Elaine learned that Raj was smuggling diamonds out of a secret mine in Central
Africa. Her mission is to go to Chad and find the location of the mine at all costs. Can she pull it off? And can she really trust Giorgio

Cattoretti? The African Trilogy, Book 3 (Lust, Money & Murder #9) While in Sudan, Elaine Brogan receives new information about Stanley
Ketchum, and it's a game changer. She realizes that the plan that she and Giorgio Cattoretti agreed upon to have Raj Malik arrested will
no longer work without significant modification. Will The Cat go along with it? And can she avoid the deadly Janjaweed warriors and
escape from Sudan alive?
The African Trilogy, Book 2 (Lust, Money & Murder #8) Feb 15 2021 In an extraordinary twist of fate, Elaine Brogan and Luna Faye end
up joining forces with Giorgio Cattoretti to try to take down Raj Malik. At the end of Book 1, Elaine learned that Raj was smuggling
diamonds out of a secret mine in Central Africa. Her mission is to go to Chad and find the location of the mine at all costs. Can she pull it
off? And can she really trust Giorgio Cattoretti? Note: This book was previously titled: Lust, Money & Murder, Book 8 - Blood Diamonds.
Keywords: thriller, suspense, crime, mystery, short books, long books, series, Russia, Italy, Mafia, Secret Service, spy novel, spy thriller,
espionage, female sleuth, female agent, kick ass female, FBI, counterfeiting, revenge, danger, dramatic, intrigue, provocative, racy,
breathtaking, cliff-hanger, page-turner, gripping, captivating, fascinating, box set, bargain, discount, discounted, half-price, bargainbasement, bargain-counter, budget, cheap, good buy, competitive, cut-price, cut-rate, depreciated, easy on the pocketbook, economical,
half-priced, low tariff, low-cost, low-priced, lowered, marked down, on sale, reduced, reduced price, special price, holiday special,
Christmas special, New Year’s special, winter sale, on sale, slashed, budget, low budget, low cost books, seasonal, seasonal pricing,
seasonal discount, fifty percent off, 50 percent off, savings, cost savings
Practical Drug Enforcement, Third Edition Oct 02 2019 Criminal investigation is a dynamic endeavor impacted by changes in human
nature, statutory and constitutional laws, and methods of operation. New challenges are constantly posed for the investigator and the
investigation of drug offenses is no exception. It takes advanced skills to keep pace with the criminal mind. Unfortunately, the skills
acquired in basic police training are just that: basic. In order to stay ahead of their criminal counterparts, drug enforcement officers must
seek extensive, ongoing training and knowledge, not just to secure a lawful conviction but to keep themselves and the public safe. This
new edition of the bestselling Practical Drug Enforcement provides a thoroughly revised and updated guide to the contemporary aspects
of covert criminal investigations and the management of the drug enforcement unit itself. Appealing to a wide variety of law enforcement
officers in all jurisdictions, it addresses different methods of detection, investigation, surveillance, and capture of drug traffickers as well
as identifies those methods commonly employed by criminals to avoid detection. Drawing from the author’s expertise in the field, and as
a nationally recognized consultant, this book contains practical hands-on information for the officer in the street and the administrator
coordinating operations. This edition includes new drug identification photos, charts, and updated statistics, as well as an entirely new
chapter on the surreptitious monitoring of suspects, entrapment, and “possession with intent” cases. New topics include— Drug courier
profiling High-tech surveillance, including GPS and thermal imaging Raid procedures for clandestine labs Drug diversion by physicians
and pharmacies Searching, seizing, and handling drug evidence Reverse sting operations Undercover work, risks, and stress Informant
management Designed as an investigative resource on current drug enforcement techniques, Practical Drug Enforcement, Third Edition
allows law enforcement personnel from a variety of jurisdictions and priorities to maintain concurrent initiatives regarding the
identification, apprehension, and prosecution of all known drug offenders and drug traffickers at local and national levels.
Amina's Diary Nov 07 2022 Amina’s life has been different for the last two years because of the sudden disappearance of her best
friend, Aysha. Just as she recovers from the shock, her parents pass away, leaving Amina and her sister, Maryam alone. Their aunt,
Mary, takes them to the United States. There, they have to face new challenges. How will they survive this new life?
Learn Social Engineering Jun 02 2022 Improve information security by learning Social Engineering. Key Features Learn to implement
information security using social engineering Get hands-on experience of using different tools such as Kali Linux, the Social Engineering
toolkit and so on Practical approach towards learning social engineering, for IT security Book Description This book will provide you with
a holistic understanding of social engineering. It will help you to avoid and combat social engineering attacks by giving you a detailed
insight into how a social engineer operates. Learn Social Engineering starts by giving you a grounding in the different types of social
engineering attacks,and the damages they cause. It then sets up the lab environment to use different toolS and then perform social
engineering steps such as information gathering. The book covers topics from baiting, phishing, and spear phishing, to pretexting and
scareware. By the end of the book, you will be in a position to protect yourself and your systems from social engineering threats and
attacks. All in all, the book covers social engineering from A to Z , along with excerpts from many world wide known security experts.
What you will learn Learn to implement information security using social engineering Learn social engineering for IT security Understand
the role of social media in social engineering Get acquainted with Practical Human hacking skills Learn to think like a social engineer
Learn to beat a social engineer Who this book is for This book targets security professionals, security analysts, penetration testers, or
any stakeholder working with information security who wants to learn how to use social engineering techniques. Prior knowledge of Kali
Linux is an added advantage
New Perspectives on Computer Concepts 2016, Introductory Dec 16 2020 Take your students beyond the basics with the awardwinning NEW PERSPECTIVES ON COMPUTER CONCEPTS. Designed to get all students up-to-speed on essential computer literacy
skills, this market leading text goes deeper, providing students with the technical and practical information they need for academic and
career success. NEW PERSPECTIVES ON COMPUTER CONCEPTS 2016 incorporates significant technology trends that affect
computing and everyday life; such as concerns for data security, personal privacy, online safety, controversy over digital rights
management, interest in open source software and portable applications, and more. In addition, coverage of Microsoft Windows 8 and
Office 2013 will introduce your students to the exciting new features of Microsoft's next generation of software. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
New Perspectives on Computer Concepts 2018: Introductory Apr 19 2021 In today’s world where technology impacts every aspect of life,
you need to know how to evaluate devices, choose apps, maintain a professional online reputation, and ensure digital security. NEW
PERSPECTIVES ON COMPUTER CONCEPTS 2018, INTRODUCTORY offers the insights to help. This book goes beyond the intuitive
how-to of apps and social media to delve into broad concepts that are guiding current technologies such as self-driving cars, virtual
reality, file sharing torrents, encrypted communications, photo forensics, and the Internet of Things. Numerous illustrations and interactive
features make mastering technical topics a breeze, while the book’s proven learning path is structured with today's busy reader in mind.
This edition offers an insightful overview of what today’s readers must know about using technology to complete an education, secure a
successful career, and engage in issues that shape today's world. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies Appropriations for 2013: DOJ budget request; FBI budget request; Bureau
of Prisons budget request; hearing on the final report of the William H. Webster Commission on the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Counterterrorism and Intelligence, and the Events at Fort Hood, Texas, on November 5, 2009 Jan 29 2022
How To Catch A Cheating Lover Oct 06 2022 Here's Just A Small Taster Of What You'll Discover Inside...All the electronic surveillance
secrets you would ever need to know to quickly ensnare a cheating lover.How to spot a cheating lover with these scientifically proven top

ten cheater traits.7 of the most common places cheating partners will hide evidence from you. The real reasons why 1 in 3 people will
cheat online and what you can do to find out if your partner is.The truth behind why your partner has been cheating and if your
relationship can survive. 6 sneaky ways to know if your partner is cheating on you for sure and the do's and don'ts of spying on your
partner.The two "dirty cellular tricks" that have caught many a liar red-handed. How to never again suffer the humiliation of being cheated
on.When to hire a private investigator and when to walk the other way. 8 amazing ways to cyber snoop on your partner without them ever
knowing.5 Examples of relationship changes that are a clear giveaway. The most overlooked hidden reason why partners cheat.plus
more more...
Rethinking Perception and Centering the Voices of Unique Individuals: Reframing Autism Inclusion in Praxis Dec 28 2021
Ensuring classrooms are inclusive to all students, particularly those with disabilities such as autism spectrum disorder, is crucial in
today’s educational landscape. It is vital that educators are prepared and knowledgeable on the current best practices and policies in
order to provide these students with the most thorough education possible. Rethinking Perception and Centering the Voices of Unique
Individuals: Reframing Autism Inclusion in Praxis introduces a new model of reframing autism spectrum disorder inclusion for professors
of preliminary teacher candidates and provides meaningful understanding and support for professors who prepare preliminary teacher
candidates. Covering key topics such as equity, mental disorders, inclusive education, and educational reform, this reference work is
ideal for administrators, stakeholders, policymakers, teacher educators, counselors, researchers, academicians, scholars, practitioners,
instructors, and students.
Impact of Artificial Intelligence on Organizational Transformation Sep 24 2021 IMPACT OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ON
ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSFORMATION Discusses the impact of AI on organizational transformation which is a mix of computational
techniques and management practices, with in-depth analysis about the role of automation & data management, and strategic
management in relation to human capital, procurement & production, finance, and marketing. The impact of AI in restructuring
organizational processes is a combination of management practices and computational technology. This book covers the areas like
artificial intelligence & its impact on professions, as well as machine learning algorithms and technologies. The context of applications of
AI in business process innovation primarily includes new business models, AI readiness and maturity at the organizational, technological,
financial, and cultural levels. The book has extensive details on machine learning and the applications such as robotics, blockchain,
Internet of Things. Also discussed are the influence of AI on financial strategies and policies, human skills & values, procurement
innovation, production innovation, AI in marketing & sales platforms. Audience Readers include those working in artificial intelligence,
business management studies, technology engineers, senior executives, and human resource managers in all types of business.
Investigative Criminal Procedure May 09 2020 Investigative Criminal Procedure: Doctrine, Application, and Practice by Jens David Ohlin
is designed to respond to the changing nature of teaching law by offering a flexible approach with an emphasis on application. Each
chapter focuses on Supreme Court cases that articulate the constitutional requirements, while call-out boxes outline statutes or state
constitutional law provisions that impose more stringent rules. Short problem cases, also in boxes, ask students to apply these principles
to new fact patterns. Each chapter ends with a Practice and Policy section that delves deeper into the conceptual and practical obstacles
to the realization of procedural rights in the daily practice of criminal law. The result is a modular format, presented in a lively visual style,
which recognizes and supports the diverse pedagogical approaches by today’s leading criminal procedure professors. Professors and
students will benefit from: A mixture of classic and new Supreme Court cases on criminal procedure Call-out boxes that outline statutory
requirements Call-out boxes that focus on more demanding state law rules Problem cases that require students to apply the law to new
facts A Practice and Policy section which allows a deeper investigation of doctrinal and policy controversies, but whose placement at the
end of each chapter maximizes instructors’ freedom to focus on the materials that most interest them Notes and questions, inviting closer
examination of doctrine and generate class discussion Innovative pedagogy, emphasizing application of law to facts (while still retaining
enough flexibility so as to be useful for a variety of professors with different teaching styles) Logical organization and manageable length
Open, two-color design with appealing visual elements (including carefully-selected photographs)
The Carrier Mar 07 2020 It's a bad idea for a drug courier on the job to pick up a woman in a roadside bar. Cyril learns this lesson the
hard way when the sultry-voiced girl he brings back to his motel room holds him up at gunpoint. In the meantime Danny, a fast talking
sex-offender, has Cyril's car remotely tracked. He enlists the help of his over-sized neighbor Derek to hunt down Cyril and grab the cash,
but they run into problems of their own on the unfamiliar highways of the Midwest. Soon Cyril's sinister brother Duane and his mysterious
partner Inez also join the chase, but no one seems to understand that Cyril hasn't even made his pickup yet. Willow and Cyril form an
uneasy alliance based on necessity, lust, and the desire for a quick payday. But with so many dangerous players giving chase, will they
nab their package?
Cengage Advantage Books: Business Law Today, The Essentials: Text and Summarized Cases Aug 24 2021 Interesting, clear,
and applied, BUSINESS LAW TODAY: THE ESSENTIALS is your concise guide to the law and what it means in the business world-from contracts and secured transactions to warranties and government regulations. Easy to understand with an engaging writing style
that is matched by vibrant visuals, BUSINESS LAW TODAY includes coverage of contemporary topics that impact not only the business
world, but your life such as identity theft. Fascinating features and intriguing cases highlight the material's practicality. The text's
companion website includes resources to help you study, such as sample answers to selected end-of-chapter business scenarios and
case problems (one per chapter) ; Internet exercises; and interactive quizzes for every chapter. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Where Angels Fear May 21 2021 Shy Keenan and Sara Payne met because their lives had been destroyed by the same evil. Shy had
finally won justice in a court of law, where her stepfather was sentenced to more than a hundred years in jail for the appalling sexual
abuse to which he had subjected Shy and her sisters. Sara was grieving for her daughter Sarah, killed by paedophile Roy Whiting. The
two women discovered that not only were they kindred spirits but that together, they made a formidable team in the fight against
paedophilia. Shy and Sara set up an organisation called Phoenix Survivors with the aim of advocating for and supporting victims and
their families. Almost immediately, they were inundated by requests for their help. What they heard was heartbreaking, but Sara and Shy
found the strength to fight for justice on others' behalf. WHERE ANGELS FEAR tells the stories of many of those people whose lives
have been shattered and celebrates the achievements of the incredibly brave and determined women helping to piece those lives back
together.
The Director: A Novel Jan 05 2020 A New York Times Bestseller. “If you think cybercrime and potential worldwide banking meltdown is
a fiction, read this sensational thriller.”—Bob Woodward, Politico Graham Weber has been the director of the CIA for less than a week
when a Swiss kid in a dirty T-shirt walks into the American consulate in Hamburg and says the agency has been hacked, and he has a
list of agents' names to prove it. This is the moment a CIA director most dreads. Like the new world of cyber-espionage from which it's
drawn, The Director is a maze of double dealing, about a world where everything is written in zeroes and ones—and nothing can be
trusted.

Step To This Mar 31 2022 Tahj Wright is a very successful attorney. She ends a tumultuous relationship, with a man she thought loved
her. On evening she decides to take a Swing-out class and meets Jaylon Warren who is also a successful attorney and very talented
Swing-out dancer. Later, they decide to become versatile dancers and take on Chicago Style Steppin'. Hence, the romance begins.
Vinson Day, the man from her past decides he wants to reconcile the relationship. He becomes an obsessed stalker, and the drama
unfolds.
The Brotherhood of the Red Nile: America Rebuilds Aug 12 2020 WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF A NUCLEAR BOMB WAS
DETONATED NEAR A CLUSTER OF OIL REFINERIES? From the president's airplane window, he sees oil refineries lie as white-hot
glowing rubble in what was the Texas City of Texas City. Cracking towers lie toppled on pipelines above the ground now carrying
radiation contaminated energy toward all parts of the United States. The fires are being fed by row after row of massive storage tanks.
One of the tanks explodes, sending the massive roof thousands of feet into the air and then the one next to it explodes because of the
heat from the one that just exploded. As the president watches, the next one blows like another domino falling. As the pilot veers to
escape the heat from the blast, a third explosion sends a shock wave, hitting the plane. General Maxwell will save the plane from the
bomb aftermath. But as he brings the president back to Washington, the millrems gauge reading threatens disaster that they all may...
Piper Jan 17 2021 Experience the pangs of young love, the magic of a first crush, and the pain of broken hearts, as you take a ride on
Piper’s rollercoaster journey. Piper is a fun-loving girl from a reputed university in India, full of hope and desire. Fed on a regular diet of
masala-flavored Bollywood romance and Hollywood romcoms, Piper steps into college with dreamy eyes and a fluttering heart. But
reality seems otherwise. As she slowly realizes that all is not hunky-dory in love and relationships, Piper is forced to view life with a
different perspective. Just like she learns to love, will she learn to let go too?
Ultra-Distance Cycling Sep 05 2022 This expert guide to competitive ultra-distance cycling is all riders need to cycle a very long way,
fast. Ultra-distance events are among some of the greatest challenges a cyclist can face, with riders spending hundreds of miles in the
saddle over a 24-hour period, battling the elements and overcoming both physical and mental hardships. What was once elite is now
commonplace, and today thousands of dedicated riders cycle up to and over 100 miles on ultra-distance rides every week. To add to
this, the increasing profile of major events such as Race Across of America (RAAM), Race Across the Alps (RATA) and Ultracycling
Dolomitica means that many more riders are being drawn to the challenge of 'non-stop' endurance cycling. Ultra-Distance Cycling is the
first mainstream book to offer practical, authoritative guidance to cyclists looking to step-up to long-distance endurance events, as well as
expert advice to established competitors seeking a competitive advantage. Written by a leading sports scientist and a record-breaking
ultra-distance cyclist, this unique book is both science and experience based, offering practical and performance-enhancing insights on a
wide range of areas. These include physical training and mental preparation, guidance on your support network, advice on PR and
sponsorship, as well as all-important sections on equipment, nutrition and the major ultra-distance cycling events. This definitive manual
provides riders with everything they need to ride longer and faster, and to excel at ultra-distance cycling events.
Jaguar Pride Aug 31 2019 Book 4 in the Heart of the Jaguar Series An impossible mission...A lifetime of possibilities JAG Special
Forces agents Huntley Anderson and Melissa Overton are hot on the trail of poachers when they're suddenly saddled with two jaguar
shifter cubs. They have to locate the parents, pronto-but who's going to babysit in the meantime? Huntley is a rough, tough jaguar shifter
and an all-business agent, but he's not going to let two abandoned youngsters come to any harm on his watch. Seeing her super-manly
partner try to get the playful cubs under control stirs up some unexpected desires in Melissa, and she begins to feel like Huntley's not the
only one who's in over his head. Heart of the Jaguar Series: Savage Hunger (Book 1) Jaguar Fever (Book 2) Jaguar Hunt (Book 3)
Jaguar Pride (Book 4) Praise for Jaguar Fever: "Exciting, funny and sexy. Jaguar Fever has a multilayered, sizzling plot that will have
readers unable to put it down." -Fresh Fiction "Jaguar Fever lures a reader in with humor, snares their attention with drama, captures
their imagination with exotic locations and satisfies the romance reader with sexy seduction, culminating in an explosive, action-packed
climax. This author delivers the goods every time. A reader can't go wrong with stories by Terry Spear." -Long and Short Reviews
Key Terms and Concepts for Investigation Jul 03 2022 Key Terms and Concepts for Investigation provides students and practitioners
with a compilation of concise, accurate articles on major topics pertaining to criminal, private, and military investigations. Each entry in
this reference features a definition and then describes its function in investigation, including best practices and job characteristics. From
financial crimes, digital forensics, and crime scene investigation to fraud, DNA, and workplace violence, this compilation helps students
master investigation and offers seasoned investigators a resource to further their knowledge of recent developments in the field.
The Convenient Patsy Feb 04 2020 Don’t mess with the hothead—or he might just mess with you. Slater Ibáñez is only interested in
two kinds of guys: the ones he wants to punch, and the ones he sleeps with. Things get interesting when they start to overlap. A
freelance investigator, Slater trolls the dark side of Los Angeles, rooting out insurance fraud, not afraid to use whatever means necessary
to get things done, and not about to hold back with his fists. A queer antihero for a new age, Slater walks the line between ordinary life
and the frayed fringes of society, keeping his balance with the back-channel support he gets from his idiot cop ex-boyfriend, Conrad, and
regular squeeze Andy. When the narrator of his favorite podcast lands in the City of Angels and asks for help to find a missing colleague,
Slater takes the case, and soon finds himself working undercover—as security on a trashy reality TV show, then as a paparazzo wielding
a camera to snap images of a vapid pop star. As he circles closer to finding out what happened to the disappeared geologist, Slater trolls
oil industry thugs, tangles with well-armed and tight-lipped witnesses, and digs into the city’s wealthy beachside enclaves. Things heat up
when one of his targets attempts a frame job. Slater hustles to keep clear of it, all the while drinking way too much, dealing with lowlifes
who tend to punch back, and struggling to keep his sex life out of his work.
Reasonable Doubts Jul 31 2019 Third in the Guerrieri series: a legal thriller by an Italian prosecutor. Turow with wry humor.
50 Little known SEO Niches With Very Low Competition Feb 27 2022 In this book, I unveil 50 of some of the most exciting online niches
to you, SEO niches where you can make a lot of money. I'm talking about niches with very low level of competition but profitable for you
to compete with. You won't expect to wait months, or even weeks in many cases, to see profitable results. You probably have seen
before some internet marketers and bloggers merely put together eBooks and posts on SEO niche topics containing a huge bulleted list
of mere niches with little or no information about how you can find the niches, why they believe these niches are good for you and how
you can really make money from them. I have done much better than them. In this book, wherever I cover an SEO niche, I treat it in great
detail so that you can know if it's the right fit for you. I provide after-sales support for this book to help you further in your SEO research.
Also if I receive positive responses from my readers about the topic of this book, I'll certainly do more like this in the near future.
The Private Investigator Handbook Oct 26 2021 Chuck Chambers has seen it all in his 22 years as a P.I., working thousands of cases.
His hands-on experience and hard-nosed detective work has made him one of the most sought-after private investigators in the
business. Here, Chambers shares his insider expertise, with true case histories from his files, tricks of the trade, and step-by-step advice
to help readers be able to: - Catch a cheating spouse - Uncover hidden assets, monetary malfeasance, and fraud - Tail and track a mark
- Use the Internet to get information on anything and anyone - Protect one's privacy - Prepare an intelligence file on anyone-on and off
line - Find and preserve legal evidence *The Private Investigator's Handbook is as fascinating to read as it is useful for anyone looking to

get the undercover legal help they need, and the peace of mind they deserve.
Who Knew Tiger Sharks also Eat Apples? Jul 23 2021 Christmas goodwiil comes under threat when someone tries to demolish Windy
Mountain's historic cafe. The proposed replacement is an ugly commercial building that would tower over the streetscape. The quirkiness
of this funny series goes to a new level when a Tiger Shark surfaces. Tasmanian Tigers make their customary almost appearance, too!
The three old men are at each other's throats yet again, this time over the proposed development. But they have a new umpire. He is
someone who has earned an infamous reputation in Windy Mountain before, but he returns in a surprising new role. Don't worry if you
have not read the previous books in the series. Each one has a new story.
Pretty Is As Pretty Does Aug 04 2022 Trish Shallowman just wants her divorce but Curtis, her soon to be ex-husband, has already
proven that he's willing to kill to maintain the sanctity of their marriage. Thanks to Curtis's sudden sense of homicidal devotion, Trish's
grandfather is dead and Addison is in the hospital having a bullet dug out of his chest. Now David, the only guy Trish really trusts, is
dividing his time between trying to keep Trish alive and figuring out what to do with the million dollars in stolen jewelry that Trish's
grandfather kept hidden in his house for the last 30 years. Trish is pretty sure someone's body is going to wind up buried in the depths of
the swamp before she actually makes it to her final divorce court date. She's just not sure whether the corpse in question will be hers or
her ex's.
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